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Renovation
changes in
the w orks
by Eric S. Dietz
$TAFF WRITER

The purpose of a student union is to create an
environment which is relaxing and welcoming to
the student body. A renovation plan is currently
underway in the Atwood Memorial Center Student
Union in attempt to achieve this goal.
A new scheme of colors and improved signage
is underway for AMC.
, The color scheme, was designed by Ralph
Lauren

for interior decorating, is _ being
implemented. The Lauren colors are used together
for a coordinated effect, where as nonnal paint
schemes are arranged by a palette, rather than by

hue.
The challenge of the makeover for AMC was
working around the purple color used throughout
the building. The reason the color remained was
many materials that use the purple eggplant color
are made from expensive materials.
The laminate of the Information Desk is an
expensive material and would have made the
budget of the renovation of AMC expensive,
wbereai a. new coat of paint is really cheae, said
Margaret Vos, director of AMC.
The
new
scheme
AMC
will
use is a Safari Motif. Maasi Brick, which is the
color of a clay pot, will replace the teal color
currently in the building.
"The new colors are very trendy,
very current, real restful colors," said Bob McCoy
of RC Visual Enhancements who consulted and
did design work with Vos. "Colors that tend to be
in institutional buildings tend to be cold, my goal
is for it (AMC) to be a cutting edge building."
The second color of the motif is
Etruscan. This is a match to the purple eggplant
currently
used
in
the
Jnfonnation
Desk area and throughout the building.
The decided Safari Motif is an earthy set of
colors and
will
make
the
building
mqre welcoming alld relaxing to the eye,
according to Vos.
The
exterior
of
AMC
will
be
receiving a face-lift also. Currently letters have
been placed above the main entrances to the
building reading, "Atwood Memorial Center."
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Mary Gaines, Metropolitan State University, and two other student leaders hold their arms high as they are led
through an imaginary "Sea of Life" constructed by Tim Price on Saturday in Atwood Little Theatre.

Cultural diversity training
Student Government
takes first step in
p_sojutio!' plan
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Student Government recently signed a
resolution named "Enhance Diversity at
SCSU." They took their first step Saturday
with a cult.ural diversity training workshop
at the monthly Minnesota State
Universities
Student
Association
P.residential Board of Directors meeting.
Tim Price, an associate vice chancellor
for Equal Opportunity and Diversity for
MnSCU, put together the interactive
presentation. The idea of the presentation
was to give students an impression of their
personal
roles
in
valuing
and
understanding differences, as well as chart
steps for student leadership. "So many of our students coming into
our colleges and universities come from
fairly monolithic cultures and regions
within their homelOwn," Price said. "If
(people) are going to be successful, career
individuals, they are going to have to be
skilled and adept at negotiating life. Part of
that is being able to work for, and work

S~! ~ ~, ~~

Many students may not feel fit
to run/walk the 26.2 miles to raise
money for the Leukemia Society of
America. However, junior Jennifer
Raisanen is doing just that.
The accounting major is training
hard to participate in the San Diego
Marathon on Jan. 18, 1998. She
needs only to raise $500 by Dec. 15
to reach her.goal of $2,500.
Raisancn is walking in honor of
SCSU
accounting
professor
Sherman Roser and 12-year•old
. Albertville resident Shalon T.
Garcia. Roser has chronic

with people that are different from
themselves."
Racism was the focus of the workshop,
but touched on aJI the all the -isms.

~.~

It's good for us to
come here and see
what's going on so we
can take this
information and
hopefully try to avoid
that at our campus.
Brian Dietz
STUDENT PRESIDENT, MANKATO
STATE UNIVERSITY
"Overall, it gave some insight," said
Chelsee Florence, Student Government
vice president. "It broughr out a lot of
anger and a whole lot questions. You could
feel the tension in the room."

Student Government president Christy
Hovanetz said the lraining session went
well
but
it
could
have
been better.
"In order to help people, we
first must know what their problem is, or
what they are thinking, to resolve it You
need open dialogue. I didn't see that
this weekend."
The training workshop was in response
to
numerous
racial
problems
happening recently at SCSU. According to
Brian Dietz, student president of Mankato
State University, who was at the diversity
training, his college has 1taken the
incidents at SCSU and tried to learn
from them.
"It's good for us to come here and see
what's
going
on so
we can
take this information back and hopefully
try to avoid that at our campus," Dietz said.
The training session included a session
on ju.!Jgment. Profiles were done
of people based strictly on their looks and
then the truth about them was revealed.
It was designed to help people realize how
wrong
they
can
be
about
someone by judging them based strictly on
their looks.

E
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is a survivor of acute lymphocytic personally but the Leukemia
leukemia.
Society gives you a person to run in
"I didn't have anyone in mind honor of if you don't know
when I decided to participate, I just anyone," Raisanen said. "Her
thought it sounded neat," Raisanen ; mqlher was understanding that I
said. "No one close to me has had was a student and wouldn't have a
leukemia but one day when I was lot of time to come and visit."
out running I remembered Dr. Garcia's family learned of her
Roser."
leukemiaonNewYear'sEve 1992.
During an accounting class last
Raisanen, Garcia and Roser all
spring, Roser told his class that he have something powerful in
was diagnosed with leukemia in common: the ability to inspire
February of 1996. Raisanen asked others.
him if he w6uld mind if she ran in
Raisanen trains five days a week
honor of him and he was supportive by walking and jogging four to 12
of the idea.
miles weekly and alternating

She is a full-time student
working from five to 15 hours
during the weekend doing
accounting and bookkeeping at her
father's company Raydot and
training to be an accountant for
SCSU's Book Exchange. Although
she is busy she has managed to
inform students about the marathon
and raise about $2,()(M).
The Leukemia Society of
America distributes its money to
fi ve areas: patient aid, research,
public
health
education,
professional hca1th education and

More

than
$50 million
has
been
raised
through the
Team
in
Training
program in
which
Raisanen
is
participating.
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CAMPus & CoMMUNDY BRIEFS
local residents want
parks expanded

positive and will be used in making
decisions regarding plans fur development
of existing facilities and future ones.

A report shows Steams and Benton
county residents want local parks either
cleaned up or expanded. 11le report also
indicates people want more biking, hiking
and snowmobile trails.
The survey of 1,200 people, was a
preliminary study conducted by a
consultant for the Natura!'Parks and Trails

Sports band to
perfonnat
Yt.mberwolves game

Coalition. Coalition members wanted to
know what kind of recreational
opportunities people in the two counties
want.

The group wants to acquire land now for
use as parks and recreational trails because
the. area is experiencing rapid growth and
development.
Officials from both counties said the
telephone survey conducted in November is

The University ,. Sports Band will
perfonn at a Dec. 13 Timberwolves game at
the Target Center.
The band will play outside the secondfloor stage area an hour before tip-off and
then move inside to help cheer on the
Timbeiwolves as they taJce on the Phoenix
Suns.
Band members are "extremely e~cited
about performing at the game, showing
people what SCSU has to offer and what
kind of quality students attend the

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
MONDAY
Performing Arts
"Holiday Performancen
Barbara Bailey Hutchison at
8 p.m. in The Quarry.

Visual Arts ·
"Beautiful Ambitionn
Photography by Brian
Parmeter. Opening reception
at 3:30 p.m. The show will
be on display through Jan. 9
in the Atwood Memorial
Center Gallery.

TUESDAY
Workshop
A workshop on job searching
on the Internet will be
offered in Centennial Hall
room 134 from ~1 a.m. to ·
noon.

Spotlight
The Green Pyramids will
play at 8 p.m. in The Quarry.

WEDNESDAY
Presidential fete
Faculty, staff and students
are invited to join Bruce and
Kathryn Grube in celebrating
the season from 3 to 4:30
p.m. in the Atwood Theatre
Lounge. The $CSU Concert
Choir will perform holiday
music between 3:30 and 4
p.m.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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STATE

university," said Ray Melberg, acting
president.
The band is a student-run organization
and performs at SCSU events, area high
schools and at St. John's University in
conjunction with SJU students.

Holocaust survivor
speaks today in the
Atwood Theatre
Henry Oertelt, a Miooeapolis resident
who is a survivor of Auschwitz
concenu,ition camp in Poland, will speak
about his experiences today at 7 p.m. in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
His speech is .presentecl by the SCSU
Center for Holocaust Education.
Born in Berlin, Oertelt was interned in
two camps during World War II. His wife

arrested him late Friday aboard a
Greyhound bus. He is expected to
be charged with kidnapping,
second-degree assault and burglary
today iri Steele County, Minn.

Homer Land and · two other
convicts escaped from custody last
week when a transport van carrying
them and eight othec prisoners
stopped for lunch in Owatonna,
MiM. Poli~e recaptured two of the
convicts within 20 minutes.
Land took an elderly couple
hostage after they discovered him
hiding in their holTle. They made
their escape from him at a
Northfield gas station. Land hitched
a ride to Minneapolis and from
there took a bus to Chicago. He was
attempting to 'make his way to
Montgomery, Ala. when police

NTSB releases
1WA Flight 800
crash report .
The National Transportation
Safety Board released documents
Sunday detailing the 17-month
investigation of the TWA Flight 800
crash.
The 4,000 page report will be
available on CD-ROM and at the
NTSB's website.
The report includes a transcript
of the final moments of the flight
from the cockpit voice reco~er,

In an effort to eliminate hole

Martha Roth, a writer, editor and
lecturer, will speak at the opening session of
the winter quarter. Women on Wednesday
series in Atwood's South Voyageurs Room
from noon to I p.m.
Roth will present "Transforming a- Rape
Culture: Envisioning and :Suilding a
Humane Future."

diagrams of where' the wreckage
was found and information on the
reconstruction of the wreckage.

Three charged·
with theft of
1WA wreckage
A TWA p,ilot, a TWA _flight
attendant and an author of a book
about the crash of TWA Flight 800
were charged with stealing pieces
of wreckage from the' hangar where
investigators were reconstructing
the Boeing 747.
Federal
law enforcement
officials issued arrest warrants for
author James Sanders, who wrote
'The Downing of TWA Aight 800,"
his wife Liz Sanders, a TWA flight
attendant, and for Terrell Stacey,

TWA's chief 747 pilot. Officials
said Stacey took documents and ,
seat fabric from the investigation at
the request of Liz Sanders. The
items were allegedly used by
James Sanders for his book in
which he claims the plane was ,
downed by a missile.

Christmas~
auctioned for
$211,000 Friday
The poem ''T'was th{' Night
Before Christmas" wa.s sold at
Christie's in New York. The
original, handwritten 1860 poem
was bought by dealers Joseph
Maddalena and Seth Kaller who pul
it on display at a gallery in Macy's
Herald Square in New York.
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'Transforming a
Rape Culture' to be
topic for lecture

& NATION BRIEFS

Escaped convict
arrested by
Chicago police

4

also survived the Holocaust. Oertelt is a
retired businessm.yi who lectures·
throughout the state.
For more infonnation about the
presentation or the Center for Holocaust
Education contact co-directors Lynn Bryce ·
at 252-9263 or Scott Bryce at 255-4205.
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The Minnesota Highway Safety Center
demonstrates with simulators the
dangers.. of driving under the influence

DUI:
by Sheila Janey
The Minnesota Highway Safety
Center at SCSU sponsored a

demonstration on "Driving Under
lhelntluence." _
Joe Christensen and Carl
Buraglio talked aOOut the effects of
DUI and how driving skill~ are
affected to increase the health of the
student-faculty body last 'fhursday
morning in the student-faculty
lounge in the Education Building.
Christensen and Buraglio visited
approximately 200 high schools

throughout Minnesota every year in
an effort to reduce· the incidents
of teenage drinking and driving.
"You can give us full credit for
the reduction m teenage drinking
and driving, but the fact is that we
are just one of the many programs

that have attributed part of this

success," Buraglio said.
Christensen said the legal limit
to drive is set at a blood alcohol
level of . IO or one to two standard
bar drinks. With this alcohol level
programmed into the vehicle
simulator, a volunteer's reaction
time was used to show how alcohol
impairs the body.
At the demonstration students
ind faculty were given the chance
to get into the simulator to test their
skills and reaction time.
Christensen found at the legal
limit of .10-it takes a,driyer an extra
11 feet to stop-after Slarrimi.ng on

the brake.
For the average adult who has
consumed one to two drinks this
extra 11 fee;t of stopping distance
might not be a problem, but for
intoxicated 15 to 20--year-olds, lack
of driving experience makes them
18 times more likely to be invol'(ed
in a car crash.
·
Females are ,54 tim'es more
likely than inales because their
bodies produce fewer alcohol
dehydrogenates.
~Alcohol
dehydrogenates are enzymes in the
stomach that help to break down
alcohol before it gets into the
bloodstream.
·
"It is the small amounts of
alcohol and the minor events that
get you into lrouble," Buraglio'said.
Christensen then increased the .
amount of alcohol consumption to
.10 or five standard bar drinks into
the vehicle simulator and found it
took ll!1 extra 156 feet to stop after
applying the brake.
For the average adult or
teenager with a blood alcohol level
of . IO these additional 156 feet
could cause devastating effects.
"If a car pulled out in front of
this intoxicated driver, it would !Kristine While/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
not only hit this car, but push .it
Joe Christensen of the Minnesota Highway Safety Center gives a presentation to SCSU faculty
at least 100 feet," said Christensen.
According to the Minnesota and staff about driving under !he influence Thursday morning in the Education Building.
Department of Public Safety, While Intoxicated fine. It is over the next five years.
Under the Influence" to incfease
when a person's blood alcohol estimated that a DWI currently
Christensen and Buraglio ·were the health of the. student-faculty
level reaches . IO they put
~uested by the Personnel Office body.
themselves at risk for a or '.D~ving
of Activities to prdenl "Driving

~=$~~~~w~~~

UPS reports major crimes

down, increase in theft
I

cnme
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by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Crime ~tatistics from ·university Public Safety for
the m_onth of October stiowed decreases in major
crimes and major incidents, while there were
increases in open doors and thefts.
Major crimes are down by 86 percent from
January t0 October of this year, compared to last
year. In the.monthly crime statistics report from UPS
Director Miles Heckendom, the decrease is
attribiited to fewer alcohol arrests. The 14 percent
decrease in major incidents is atlributed to fewer
incidents of harassment and phone harassment.
Heckendom said he attributes the decrease in
major crimes and major incidents to-a combination
of education, communication and sup!X)rt. He said
there has been heightened awareneSs and increased
patrols.
"Weather also comes into play," Heckendom
said. The colder weather leads to fewer outdoor
crimes.
Weather also has conlributed to the open doors on
campus. Heckendom said sometimes doors are not
closed properly because of the wind.
Reports of open doors could mean a door was left
open or it was not appropriately locked, Heckendom
said. He added most of the open doors were at
academic facilities. ~
"It is a team effort between Building and
Grounds, Main_tenance and UPS," Heckendom said.
UPS officers double and triple check doors
throughout the night. When doors are found open
UPS officers do a facility search and maintenance
workers are called to come and lock the facility
properly, according to Heckendom.

None of the searches after finding an open door
found evidence of a theft, burglary, vandalism or
other problems, Heckendom said. Although, it is a
possibility that the increased number of open doors
may have had something to do with the increase of
theft, he said.
"(An open door) reduces personal protection and
property protection," Heckendom said. He included
leaving a door open inviles theft.
'"Theft is a crime of opportunity," Heckendom
said. Opportunities for someone to steal something
can be taken away by keeping doors closed, he said.
Open doors can lead to a chain reaction of
problems, Heckendom said. An example he gave
was pipes freezing, causing water damage to a room
so classes could not be held in there while repairs are
being made.
· Another chain reaction Hcckendom explained is
an unlocked door could be opened by someone
walking through one of the •residence halls who
steals a wallet they see lying on a desk. Meanwhile,
the person whose wallet is stolen would have to go
through the process of reporting all of their credit
cards missing.
There is a potential for students living in the
residence halls to develop a false sense of security,
according to Heckelldom. "While it is your home
you need to protect yollrself and your property,"
Heckendom' said. Students often leave their doors
open while the)' are in the shower or visiting a friend
down the hall, he said.
Communication in UPS is going to be increased
so more research can be done to look at patterns of
problems and alert people about them, Heckendom
said.
Heckendom said he has a video he would like to
use during orientation about crime prevention.
"It is up to everyone to be crime prevention
oriented," he said.

Group provides for students
who double as parents
by Jeremiah Jennings

tried to start something l,ike this
before but the problem was finding
time to make it work. Because both
For those SCSU students who parents have very busy schedules, it
face the responsibilities of parenting is very difficult to find a time when
along with their studies, a new they can all meeL
resource is available in the fonn of a
This year, they've decided just to
Parent's Support Group.
go for it despite these problems, and
The group, which started in the it's started up slowly so far, with only
fall of this year, meets at 1p.m. on about'.> three or four people at most
Fridays and gives pirents a chance to meetings.
meet and discuss the challenges they
"We've had a big response in
tenns
of
face.
According to
people glad
William Bates,
===== we're doing
who works as
it, but not a
a counselor for
big response
SCSU
and
from people
organized the
who
can
make
it,"
meetings,
terms
Bates said.
taking care of
glad
children and
Also, with
going
to
the meetings
doing
school ·at the
starting at the
time of year
same time can
when
be a daunting
students have
task.
'There's an
finals
William Bates
followed by
incredible
amount
of
SCSU COUNSELOR
Thanksgiving
frustration in
and
trying to do both," Bates said.
Christmas breaks, attendance is
While in the middle of trying to expected to be a littJe low. The hope
juggle res!X)nsibilities and survive, is for more people . to start getting
parents often feel they are facing involved in January, when the pace
their problems alone. The point of the begins to slow down a little.
Bates said for those who have
support group is to allow them to
meet and get advice from others been attending, the group has been
who are dealing with the same very useful and that the parents really
issues.
help each other.
'There have been certain obstacles
"It's really nice to know you're
in starting the group. Bales said they not alo_ne," he said.
STAFF WRITER

=
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We've had a big
response in
of
peopl.e
we're
it, but not a big
response from peopl.e
who can make it.
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Diversity training offered in wake of racist acts
by Mandy Jackson
Co-NEWS EDITOR

Several fonns of training about cultural
diversity and awareness, and response and
follow-up to racism, racist acts and hate
crimes, are being discussed for many who
work and live on campus.
"Everyone has a heightened awareness so
we're looking at what needs improvement,"
said Rhoda Schrader, director of University
Organizations.
Additional training is being proposed in
several areas on campus including University
Public Safety, the residence halls and student
workers on campus. Mandatory training for
incoming students is also being discussed.
Lee Bird, vice president of St1,1den1 Life
and Development, said most student workers
are aware of the issues surrounding raciSm
and racist acts but don't know how to support
victims and report and confront acts of
racism.
"We're definitely trying to create an
appropriate, timely response," Bird said. She
said the training that will be developed now
for student workers will become a regular
part of thei'r usual training model.

Diversity
According to Lori
Wellens,
Student
Government
Academic
Affairs chair, the training
workshop is only the start of
Student Government's push
to enhance diversity. She is
meeting with members of
the SCSU administration as
well as working with the
Faculty Association to get
diversity implemented in
curriculum.

Miles Heckendom, director of UPS, said 255-3333. He said he would like to see a
he hopes to improve communication between phone number without an alphabet
UPS and different groups and organizations · correspondence like the current 255-HELP
on campus. He said web pages and literature' (4357).
are being developed
The number of UPS
about UPS.
officers h~ been low
Heckendom
compared to needs and
said an advocacy
demands, Heckendorn
System is being
said. Recently 11 more
discussed
for
people were hired by
reporting different
UPS, according to
forms of bias and
Heckendom.
harassment
to
"We
need
to
places other than
maintain a heightened
UPS. He said many
awareness of these
times sexual assault
concerns on behalf of
·. cases are reported
the human dignity of
.to places other than
everyone,"
Miles Heckendorn
Heckendorn said. · He
UPS.
UPS DIRECTOR
Documentation
said UPS already cj.oes
will be increased
provide
some
with
other
sensitivity
training
departments and
with
help
from
agencies on campus, Heckendom said.
Minority Student Programs and the Women's
One improvement Heckendom is working Center.
on is a new phone number for contacting
On Saturday, during the M~nnesota State
UPS. He said there needs to be an easily Universities Student Associated December
remembered, redundant phone number like Presidential Board of Directors Meeting held
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"(We are) making sure
faculty understand that
students are concerned
about
what's
being
taught in, classrooms,"
Wellenssaid.
Wellens
said
a
resolution
will
be
forthcoming from Student
Government recommending
diversity
classes
as
part of curriculum.

De ega worR on
lobbying strategies
by Riley Worth
AsSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The Minnesota State University Student Associatio
~dential Board ?f Directors mee~g w~ hosted at_scsq
t:s weekend. Besides the cultural d1vers1ty workshop that

w::r:n::~~!s°1r'o:':~~~e::s.~t1:t~r°l
11

possible increase in theMSUSA fe.e.
Delegates representing all the state universities in
Seu ~ystem will lobby at state lobbying day. Also, ~
presidential Board of Directors discussed their annual
lobbying trip to Washington D,C. in March, in which theY
lobpy for Sfildent's rights.
Student Government president Christy Hovanetz said he
requested subsidization for more than four to six delegates t9

We need to maintain a
heightened awareness
of these concerns on
behalf of the human
dignity of everyone.

at SCSU, Student Government members
were part of a training sessiOfl on cultural
diversity with-Director of Culturai Diversity
for MnSCU Tim Price. Schrader said
invitations were sent to all student
organizations asking them to attend.
Schrader said the Student Representative
Assembly will provide some training and
programs for student ol'ganlzations. Faculty·
and staff at SCSU and members of the
commiinity may facilitate the training.

"ls this the best we can do or is tllere
more?" Schrader said. She said rnscussion
and awareness of the issues are i!llportant.
As for training and education of students,
it has not yet been decided if a quarter or
semester-Jong class or an hour-long training

session is what is needed. Bird said there is a.
definite commitment to increase training.
The hour-long sexual assault training used
for incoming students is being looked at as a
m<Xiel for cultural sensitivity training. Bjrd
said it is hard to facilitate a large number of
students.
"A bad product doesn't help anyone,"
Bird said. She said a good program is needed
as soon as possible.

Students volunteer at local schools
Anybody can
volunteer to help
other students
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Students who like to work with
children and give back to their
community can have the chance to
experience both as a volunteer at Sauk
Rapids/Rice school district.
·
Students at SCSU have been
involved with this project for the past
few years and this year there is an
estimated 15 volunteers from the
university. The volunteers work with
the children under a teacher's
s.upervision.
Bobbi Murphy is the Sauk
Rapids/Rice school district coordinator
of volunteers and has held the position
for six years. She has SCSU students
working with special education and
math students. Murphy said she also
utilizes
students
in
one-time
programming such as book fairs and
health screening.
"We find SCSU students to be
woflde~I volunteers," Murphy said.

There is a variety of majors who ~e during Mainstreet. She spent her
volunteers. These range from freshman year at St. Scholastica doing
marketing, English, writing and community service projects such as
education. Murphy said students of all · painting houses and volunteering for
majors are welcome to volunteer.
vacation Bible school.
One student who is in the volunteer
Most students volunteer once a week
program is Elementary Education and many do one-time projects. Murphy
maior, junior An_gie Bvers. She said sQe is verv flexible with scheduling
volunteers at Pleasantview Elementary and understands that students have other
School in Sauk Rapids and works in a jobs and classes in addition to the time
third-grade classroom for four hours on they spend at the schools.
Fridays helping students with their math
Volunteers hav~ to find their own
and reading assignments.
transportation to the schools, but if a
"I like getting the experience," Byers student doesn't have a car the schools
said. "It's a good way to get experience are on the bus line.
with students for the future."
There are no major requirements for
Being an elementary education volunteering. Students will need to
major, Byers said she has been able to attend a general orientation with
produce art projects and start a portfolio. Murphy and fill out an application.
She has also led groups including Murphy said she wants dependable
reading out-loud to the students. In people who are willing to work with
addition, she walks around the slUdents and staff.
classroom and helps the students.
Volunteering is also a' chance for
One thing Byers said she thought students to stand out among their peers.
could be improved is how recruitment is
"Volunteering is great experience,"
done for the program.
Murphy said. "It looks great on your
"I think they should notify more resume. We are right next door to St.
people of il," Byers said. "It should be Cloud and very ''user-friendly."
publicized better. I have friends who
Students who are interested in
have wanted to volunteer, but didn't volunteering or those who would like
know how to get involved."
mo~ infonnation should call Murphy at
Byers said she became involved with 252-0122 on Monday, Tuesday and
the program after signing up at a booth Friday.

~~~~~i;;t:~::C~~~=-toState was also
"We're the lruxest campus in MnSCU system by far/'
Hovanetz said. Bringing only four people won't accomplish
much. After 4 and half hours of negotiation, we were granted
that. It was a moral victory that we were granted this."
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Howe','.er, - the exterior of the
building will not receive any new brick work.

main lounge is it will be the new center of

The exterior uses three different types of
brick on the original building and on the
addition which was completed in 1990. "I
think the builders were going for an urban

'The stairwell is our focal point of the
building," Vos said.
The initial design for the changes was
begun in February of last year. McCoy
produced some preliminary before-and-after
designs to be submitted ,to. the necessary
entities for approval. This began McCoy's :
dual role of consulting a6d design work for
the AMC renovation.
The new paint scheme is already being put
on the walls. The new colors can be seen
outside of the Market and the overall
renovation project of new color
schemes and signing will be completed in
mid January.
"We've been seriously talking about this
since September," Vos said. "It will be nice to
say that we are done soon."

The approval of the color scheme change said McCoy. ".I would love to do the murals."
had to go through many stag~ before the
The new signing in AMC will be in
paint wa,; allowed to dry on the walls. Steve • harmony with the new color scheme.
Ludwig, assistant vice president of facilities
"One complaint of Atwood is that it is one
management, had to aJ)prove the color big maze," Vos said. "We're hoping that
schemes. The next approval stage was that of people won't be lost anymore." ..
look," Vos said.
theAMCCouncilandtheAMC staff.
A main direction kiosk sign will be
An additional paint color of Serengeti will
. The Market · was painted over installed near the· stairwell of the main
be put on the walls in the main lounge by Thanksgiving break and new light fixtures lounge. An additional 33 regional signs will
Student Life and Development. This sandy will be installed over the winter bteak.
be placed throughout the building to assist
color of paint will match the flecks of stone in
"We're bringing in new lights that look people in their travels through AMC.
the terrazol flooring.
,
very Italian," Vos said. "It captures the idea of
'The main goal in the signing was to
"It will make that whole lounge a warm 'The Market."'
create icons," McCoy said.
place," Vos said. "We don't want students to
McCoy has discussed additional interior
The main direction kiosk will be color ·
run through Atwood but to hang around."
decorating in the Market, such as murals,
coded and based on the same direction kiosks
The last major color scheme change for , "A Crete kind of feeling, a southern Italy found at the Mall of America.
AMC was seven years ago.
kind of feel,'~ McCoy said. "Very sunny, lots
'The signs are going to be in your face,"
"I like to think of Atwood as cutting of florals, a Mediterranean feel."
Vos said. 'They won't be anything like the
edge." Vos said. ''The union should change as.
· McCoy has not received final approval for old subtle signing."
the student population changes."
the murals. 'That would be a blast to do tha.tt'
The reason the kiosk will be placed in the

I
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* Small Classes1
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* Laptop Computers for Students
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Fall semester 1998 student teaching applications are
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*
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• Travel/TOIU1sm
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• Child Care
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Students are to attend one of the above scheduled
meetings if they intend to student teach during the
1998-99 academic year.

St. Cloud Campus
251-5600
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Claudia Wagner, Garcia's mother, said her

daughter had been complaining of aches and
pains for a few months. After battling with
their insurance company to allow Garcia to
receive care frolTI a different provider, she
was finally diagnosed correctly.
Leaming of Garcia's illness was "pretty
devastating" Wagner said. "We thought

'surely you're wrong.' We have already lost a
lot of family members to cancer."
Wagner's family was more than
supportive. "I went to the ho~pital in the
morning, called my family in Michigan, and

when I c3.me home in the afternoon they were
all parked in the driveway."
Garcia is spreading her own jnspi~ation
and information. Garcia learned she had
leukemia when she was sev~n years old. After
losing her hair twice and being hospitalized

for the nu she learned to share her story with
others.
"Shalon will chatter about leukemia, the
medication and the loss of hair, but if ou ask
her how her brother felt abouther illness
she'll tell you she can't speak for him, only
for herself," Wagner said. After going into
remission Garcia's doctor asked her if she
would talk to another girl in the hospital with
leukemia.
.
Garcia's ability to talk freely about her
illness makes other people feel comfortable.
'The wife of a co-worker learned she had
leukemia," Wil.gner said. "Shalon started
sending cards back and forth with her. She
sent the woman a guardian angel pin because
she had been given one and believed it helped
her to recover."
For four consecutive years ·Garcia has
written a speech for the Wright County Relay
for Life, which is a fund-raising and
awareness event. She has also given a speech
at the Fingerhut corporation and contiriues to
share her story and strength with people of all
ages.
After Roser, the other person Raisanen is

walking for, was diagnosed with leukemia,
his values shifted, his teaching methods,
became more personal an~ his Christian faith
was deepened.
At the beginning of each new class, Roser
tells his students he has leukemia. "It helps
me to share with the students and I think it
helps them," , Roser said. 'They may have
personal problems to deal with like financial
issues, grades and relationships. I want them
to know they can talk to me and see me as a
support."
DealiT1g with any serious illness is
difficult, and like Roser said, "Cancer is a
frightening word." He has dealt with it by
speaking ot,enly with his wife; educating
himself and participating i1,1_ church activities
which have helped him to understand and
deal with it.
"I try to bring a little tender loving care
into the classroom," Roser said. "Although
computers, facts, numbers and getting a
deg~are.-al-l-.--important,-leamin
o-communicate and reach out to others to deal
with life's bigger issues is essential.
·
'There is a point when openness is very
important. Some of .my colleagues don't
know how to handle it. I've come to grips
with it but it has been difficult."
Roser said although people may not know
what to say and feel they can't solve iiny
medical problems they need only to reach out
and ask, "How are you feeling todayT Words
of support and friendly interest are sometimes
Kristine While/STAFF PHaroGRAHER
the most powerful tools.
Roser's son was an SCSU graduate with Junior Jennifer Raisenen is running in preparation for a 26.2 mile marathon for
majors in English, history and philosophy. He
the Leukemia Society. Her goal is to raise $500 by Dec. 15.
was an honor student who went to Oxford to
study. He was diagnosed with a form of skin changed. 'The worst thing to do is withdraw see you down I can offer myself to you."
cancer called Melanoma and died as a result and not talk with others."
If you would like to donate money
ofit.
"I enjoy my teaching more now because to the Leukemia Society ofAmerica ,µarathon
"He was a special young man who of it (leukemia). I have more of a make checks payable_ · to the Leukemia
probably would have gone on to do many relationship with my students," Roser said. Society of America Jennifer Raisanen. 530
things, possibly teach," Roser said. After his ''Th.is is a two-way street. If I'm having 3rd St NE #JOI St. Cloud, M/:v
son's death Roser's perspective o~ life problems maybe you'll reach out to me. If I 56303.
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New major to help W.r~_i ~e for us
industcy, students
..- : L l"'~,
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Industry wants
environmentally
sensitive people
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

The recent climate in industry
has changed to include a demand
for
more
environment<:1lly
sensitive graduates. In answer to
that demand, SCSU is going to
offer
an
environmental
management major in the fall of

1998.

.

•

Professor Charles Rose
teaches
some
of
the
environmental studies classes

a variety of equipment, including
those designed for testing soil
samples and for testing for
pollution in water, SOii and air.
Professor Anthony .SChwaller
recently took over as department
chainnan for the renamed
environmental and technical
studies department. The fonner
name of the department was
industrial
studies.
The
name change reflects the
departmenCs efforts at providing
students with an environmental
background in addition . to a
technological one.
Schwaller views the addition
of
the
environmental
management major as a positive

which are currently part of the

university's

minor

program.

Though most students who enter

the minor tend to major in science

programs such as biology or
chemistry, Rose said there are
many others who take the

environmental classes as well.
''Typically, students who
enroll in the' minor are interested
in something ancillary to their
majors," Rose said "But; there
, are many students who come
from English and business majors
as well."
"Students [in the program] are
looking for breadth in their
education," Rose said. "They
want a broad background in
viroiinental issues..;t.btf!ocus
of the major will be a little
different fro in the minor program.
It will be more from a
management perspective with
more
economics
and
management courses required
than the minor has."
Rose currently teaches classes
about ground water pollution and
environmental instrumentation.
The instrumentation classes deal
with teaching students how to use

who have:

-

• A love of writing
• An inquisitive mind
• An aggressive attitude
• A dependable work ethic
• Good Engli"sh skills
_• Flexible ho1urs

CALL 255-2449
TODAY!

Historically our
department bas
always been
11Wreindustry

·related
Anthony Schwaller_
CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES

studeots:

)

.!,;.

"Historically, o- : ckpart.=rt
has always been more industrial
related," Schwaller said. ''But we
have always been tied to
environmental studies. So, it
seems natural for us to include
this major in our program."
Schwaller defined the new
major as an intetdisciplinary
study which ties together
environmental
studies,
technology,
social

economics and management.
Schwaller said people who
complete · the program will be
eligible for a variety of
employment
opportunities
including working for various
government agencies such as the
Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency, the Environmental
Protection :A.gency or even as a
hazardous
waste
disposal
employee for a company with
industrial facilities.
"Industry is · much more
concerned these days with how
they
are , poll_uting
the
environment and what they can
do to improve upon their efforts to
minimize damage," Schwaller
said.
"Industry
wants_
,environmentally sensitive people
and as we move into the 21st
century that need is going to
continue to grow."
Schwaller said there are
typically anywhere from 50 to 70
students enrolled in any given
quarter in the environmental
studies minor. He also said the
department currently has the
facilities which would be an asset
in the major.
"Our department has its Own
full lab," Schwaller said. 'The Jab
is used for a variety of things
including testing for water and
soil pollution."
'
Even thou~h many of t~e
stude:,~m:~=~dR:
feels the addition of the major
will be a benefit to many students.
"More people want a broad
background in envircmmental
issues," he .said. 'This program
teaches from both a science
perspective and from a nonscience perspective."
But, according to Rose, the
main focus of the major will be on
environmental assesment and
management.
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St. Cloud employers
must respect student
employees all year long
Throughout the media there have been stories about
stores needing more help for the holidays. They are so
desperate they are offering special discounts on
merchandise, higher than usual wages and other
special benefits.
Working in retail, for many, is not the most
enjoyable job. Many students at SCSU work in stores
all around St. Cloud. Dealing with long lines and
grumpy customers are a part of the job at all times .of
the year, not just at Christmas time.
If a university didn't exist in St. Cloud local stores
would have hardly any employees or prospects. They
would be beyond desperate•during the holiday
shopping season.
Therefore, you would think stores in this area
would treat their employees with a little respect and
appreciation. Sure, some students probably love their
jobs in retail; however, there are still many who hate
them.
.
Let's face it, a job at a local clothing store is not
going to probably be what a student graduating from
SCSU wants to do for the rest of their life. That job is
something to pay the bills and provide spending
money during their years in school.
Many who work in retail don't care about their
jobs, or care to do much for their employers. Perhaps
if employers offered special incentives all year long like bigger discounts, higher wages or other benefits students would care more about their jobs.
If employers would give students, and all of their
employees, some of those benefits the quality of their
work would improve. Employees need_to feel that
they are appreciated and working for something and
someplace special.
Many employers in St. Cloud must realize that they
would be seriously hll!ting if all of the students who
work for them were gone. Not only do students spend
a lot of money in this town, they help stores generate
a lot of money by working in them.
Offer incentives all year long and quality of work .
and employee morale will certainly improve.
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Racial incidents have been distressing

I

wi_th a specific, timely
process. Through education
of faculty, staff and
students, through policy
changes that demand
appropriate
responses to
ia~~;:,::,~oia~i:'Jat
perpetrators and victims,
rededicate
Harassment and to
efforts toward
Enhance Cultural
and through other action
combatmg
Diversity," a five
steps, we declare the
racism, hate
pomt program which
university's stand against
racism in all its ugly forms.
cnmes and
mcludes acllon steps
racial
to achieve the
I am gratified by the
harassment. We
followmg objectives:
unity that I have witnessed
have
A rededicat:Jon of the
on our campus. For too
experienced a mixture of
University Commitment;
long racism and racial
frustration and hopeEducation, Training and
harassment have been
frustration that such racism Prevention; Intervention;
allowed to continue. For
too long victims have lived
exists and hope that by
Mediation and Sanctions;
working together, we can
Establishing a More
with the pain and
do something about it. The- Diverse
perpetrators have
••
swift, bold response by so
Community; ===-■■I====
gotten away with
many students, faculty,
and Defining
inflicting it. As a
administrators, and the
the
nation that
broader community has
University's
These
points with pride
been gratifying. Now
Commitment
to its history of
distressing
we' re settling down to
and Role in
fighting for
incidents have freedom and
move forward with
the Region.
constructive, positive
This
rights, we1 should
served as a
changes to address the
document,
raise every
problems that have been
can be found wake-up call to citizen to know
identified.
at
this university... better.
These distressing
As an
incidents have served as a
www.stcloudstate.edu/
institution of higher
wake-up call, a stark
issues, is the result of
learning, SCSU must take
reminder that more needs
unifying efforts among
responsibility to ensure that
to be done to prevent such administrators, faculty,staff every student is prepared
situations from occurring
and student organizations
to succeed in an
here or anywhere in our
resolved to fight racism
increasingly diverse, global
society. Responses have
and racial harassment. The society. It's part of our
taken many forms,
intent of this document and mission as a university to
including open discussions these actions is to
provide opportunities for
among students, faculty,
acknowledge that this
this very important aspect
administrators and staff
university must do more to of our student's education.
and bold decisions that will prevent and confront
It should be part of every
lead to a more tolerant
racism, hate crimes and
student's personal mission
environment for all }Vhe · .•,<rasiali!arassment and to
to take advantage of these
studi·live]ln_fw9r[<·on:;··~~ 1 1edge@"follow tl)rough
opportunities.
-·~ ·~
-- ~~- .
Three racial incidents
reported on campus in
recent weeks have
prompted many at SCSU
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this campus.
Perhaps the most
significant undertaking has
been the formation of a
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Be aware of the facts about drug testing_
She called the other week, her voice a drug test. Many SCSU graduates
rising with excitement ... "I got the
from fall quarter are currently scouring
job!" she exclaimed at the new-found
the want-ads in newspapers and on the
prospects of better hours for a better
internet searching for that prime.entrypaycheck. "That is, after I pass the
level positioll in the field of their ,
test."
_dreams. They believe they -can do the
The test. For a job. It used to be a
job and can ace the interview. But they
should be sweating the drug test.
·
secretary would
have to pass a
Most companies require all new
typing test. It used
employees take a drug test. To go into
to be a newspaper
the room with no running· water, with
reporter would
the back of the toilet sealed shut and
have to take a copy blue water in the bowl. Anned with a
editing test. An
cup that has to be filled with the door
engineer would
cracked open, brought to the attendant
have to pass a math standing outside. After which the
MARTY
, test to see if the job contents are transferred to another
SUNDVALL
requirements can · receptacle, taped, sealed and labeled.
be met. And so on. The temperature recorded.
This is before insurance companies
And then you can wash your harids.
took control over our society.
And you'll find out the results in a
Currentl)' it is impossible to get
few days. A few long, stress-filled
substantial employment without taking · days to see if you got the job, and to

The world
wide holocaust
I saw tht! single most disturbing thing I have•
seen on campus to date a few days ago.
I saw a pink flyer on a bulletin board
advertising the Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
mission trip to Arizona. I would like to know if
missionaries are invited to these places, or if the
Christians just go there to further cause problems
in the world. I can say without problem that the
Christian mission programs have killed more
people than all major wars combined, and I can
say also with evidence that the World's Cultural
base is diminishing due to the arrogance of a few
people, all ofwhom·are within the Christian
religion. Why do all people need to hear the
message of your book?
I would like to take this time to support a letter
to the editor a month or so ago saying that the
Christians force their views on others. Here is a
prime example of just that.
Christianity is the only major religion that goes
out to recruit members. When is the last time you
heard of the Hindu missionaries, or the Buddhist
missionaries? You probably have never heard of
such thing because they don't exist. The
Christians are to blame for the world wide
genocide. The massive killing of cultures, and to
add insult to murder, it is all done for personal
benefit.
The missionaries feel a sense that they did
something great for their cause when they "spread
the gospel," but in fact, all they did was destroy
another different culture.
It is a great comparison to "1984" by George
Orwell. One society, one culture, one thought, all
easily manipulated by a few in a head position.
Just like the state of affairs in Germany during the
late 1930s and the mid 1940s.
After the Holocaust, world leaders announced
that we would not Jet this happen again, look at us
now, sponsoring world wide cultural genocide.

_,.JtO

Jay Etnier
SClphomOre
Ina. Tech Ed.

see if your record will be permanently
stained with a drug test failure. It's a
most intrusive standard in most
employment opportunities. It's a fact of
life, at least until some court in this
land of ours finds that drug tests are a ·
trespass into one's personal life.
For now, though, drug tests are here
to stay. And filling the cup is now just
part of them.
As for the woman who called a few
· weeks ago, her job offer reqllired that
she take a complete physical, to test
her hands and wrists for signs of
carpal tunnel syndrome, to test her
back for signs of injury. To check her
eyes and her ears. To test her reflexes.
To make sure she is a fit physical
specimen so she can fully do her job
as a publications writer. To make sure
the words"pre-existing conditions"
never appear on the insurance forms.
When faced with the prospect of a

drug test, make sure the employer says
you have the job contingent on ·passing
a drug test. You cannot be hired and
then tested. And only in certain jobs
can you be randomly tested.after
passing your initial test.
The main thing is to keep yourself
informed. Check the state statutes
where you have your job offer.
Talk to an attorney about your
rights.And make sure you 're clean
well before you start your job search.
And don't forget to wash your
hands.
For more information on drug
testing consult the Workers Guide To
D,:ug testing at
http://member.aol.com/twbrannldrugte
st.html

Racism and sexism are not laughing matters
I am writing this letter in hopes
that, should it go to print, students
will read it and realize how serious
a problem sexism is at SCSU.
Recently, I was told a sexist joke
that promotes violence against
women. I am strongly against this,
but for some unknown reason the
joke stuck in the back of my mind.
A fe"w days later I was involved in
a discussion about jokes, and ,
without thinking, I repeated the

sexist joke that I had heard.
Yes, in this instance, it was
meant as nothing but a joke.
However, violence against women,
or sexism in general is not a
laughing matter, nor are any other
"isms"--racism, heterosexism, etc.
Whether we are black or white,
male or female, homosexual or
straight, we are all humans.
Racism and sexism are only a
couple of the numerous forms of

oppression that exist here at
SCSU. Until we cah realize there
is a problem, we cannot find a
solution to it.
I would like to apologize to
those who witnessed the joke, and
for any offense that it may have
caused those individuals. I am
truly sorry.
Richard Martin

Sophomore
Undecided

e:
name
year in school (if applicable)
major in school (if applicable)
signature
letters should be under 350 words
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Viva AcaP.ulco and Mazatlan Mexico

The One Place For Your Best Holiday Prices.·

Last month Acapulco was unfortunately hit by
Hurricane Pauline which has created a lot of confusion
for Spring Break travelers. In light of information that
was initially unfavorable to the city of Acapulco. it is
now obvious that the damage was minimal and
Acapulco will remain a top destination for Spring
Break travel. At College Tours we offer Mazatlan, also
a top destination, from Jhe Mpls. area and our friends
at Bianchi-Rossi Tours offer Acapulco. Although µie are
competitors, College Tours feels it necessary to inform
students accurately about the city of Acapulco on
behalf of all tourism to the country of Mexico. For
more information on A.capulco call Bianchi-Rossi Tours
at 1-800-875-4525 and for more information on
Mazatlan call College Tours at 1-800-395-4896.

Right Here. Right Now.
Petters Warehouse Direct invites you to get all of
your shopping done in one place in a fun filled
evening designed just for you!

.

~

~l:i,Ql'!

[!'i,nasonic

/SHARPI

SONY

RCA
'SAMSUNG

GENERAL
fLEaR/C

Private
·college
Night
Event!

KENWOOD

KLH

IYamahcil

Cerwin•Vega

JBL
Aerial

Nokia

Petters Warehouse Direct is,the leader far discounted
Stereo's, TV's, VCR's, Shoes, Boots, Furniture, Skiis, Snowboards,
Chairs, Tables, Microwaves, Refrigerators, Stoves and much
much more. Our "Private College Night Eventl" couldn't be a
better time to see it all and take advantage of incredible savings.

Here's What's Happening!
• Petters Gilt Certificate drawings every 15 minutes!
• Pop a balloon for a discount ( l 0% to 40% savings!)
• Contests for prize drawings
- Putting Contests
- Dart throwing
- Football toss
· • Live Acoustic Band
• $50 rebate on all cellular phones _
• Live radio remote - KLZZ Power Loo~ 7 to 9 PM
• Electronics product demonstrations!

r-- - -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -

Free.•

-7 April and

I

lI

:

Andyboth
welcome you

I to Peffers

Private College Night Event

lI

Redeem this coupon for 2 hot dogs and one pop. 1
(with donation of non-perishable food shelf item) I
: One coupon per person, offer valid 1 2/ 14 only. :
1
I

Warehouse
Direct where
helpful,
friendly
service is
standard

L---------------------------J ~---~

"Name Brand Merchandise At Deep Discount Prices"

:·············~Petters·············~

! Warehouse!
~········►

l

Tanning Salon

!~rience

the best!)

•rect ..........:
Hours: M-S 9to9

100%

_____,,_ _ _ SS2u9nd49ay01 t.t?.,. .~ CUSTOMER
•

== •

01 .,.":,t~;;,::,~'"' SATISFACTION
~! Jf~f,~,?.NJ~t,~:
111:.1 - ~ SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

located in 2nd St. _Quad Shopping Center

JQ

TANS

Mustshnw
studentlfaeulty ID
for admittance!

Sunday~
Deeemberl4
7to9 ••~•

:

r----- -----------------,

:I .~R?TR,N ~ON'~

$19.99
(plus tax)
• Hot lamps
• Huge beds
• Clean, fun & friendly

I
I
I
I

Dare to Compare! 1
I

()54-8998

__ Coupon valid at either location. Expires 12/24/97. ... _

I

I

J
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Dragons slay
Huskies 84-82
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOFJ

After the SCSU men's
basketball team dropped Saturday's
game 86-84 to Moorhead State
University, SCSU Head Coach
Kevin Schlagel_remains optimistic:
The two-point overtime loss
marked the second consecutive
. two-point defeat for the Huskies.
"We are only a couple of big
plays away from being a 5-0
basketball team," Schlagel said.
'The thing is, we haven't been able
to step up and make those plays."
The Huskies got a big play in the
closing seconds of Saturday night's
game after senior guard Mark Hein
hit a game-tying three-pointer
sending the game into overtime.
A couple of minutes into the
overtime, Hein suffered a knee
injury sustained after attempting a
three-pointer.
The injury caused Hein to miss
the remainder of t!ie game and his
status is questionable heading into
Saturday's game with Presentation
Colle~e.
Schlagel said the injury "to Hein
was a setback, but the biggest
setback was the turnovers
committed in the first half.
"We turned the ball over 18
times in the first half," Schlagel
said. "We just did a poor job of
taking care of the ball, causing us to
be down by 10 points at halftime."
SCSU first-year guard Tina Schreiner (43) eludes Bemidji State guard Erin Walker in the second
Dragon guards Greg Duke and
half Saturday night at Halenbeck Hall. Schreiner scored 14 points in SCSU's Bo-58 victory.
. Damian Green caused most of the
headaches for the Huskies.
Duke and Green constantly
forced SCSU into miscues with
their full-court pressure defense.
On the offensive side of the ball,
by Tyson Jahn

..

Offense sparks Huskies
STAFF WRITER

The Husky women's basketball
team (5-2 overall) won baCk-to-

back games during last weekend's
series against Winona State
University and Bemidji State
University.
Friday, SCSU picked up a close
94-92 win against Winona State at
the Target Center. In the victory,
sophomore Leah Thomsen came
off the bench to lead the
team with 21 points and eight

rebounds.
SCSU Head Coach Lori Ulferts
said the win over Winona State was
a confidence boost for the Bemidji
State win.

"Winona was tough," Ulferts
said. 'They were up by 16 at one
point and we battled back and
played tough on defense, then we
switched into a wne. We took that
confidence into the Bemidji game."
Junior guard Katie Shea added
20 points and seven rebounds.
Junior forward Teri Watkins had 19
points.
"Early on in the Winona game,
we were out of sync. In the second
half, we played better, though.

Everyone played well in the second
game.
Lori Ulferts

SCSLJ WOMEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
There were some distractions from
the game, because the arena is. so
open," said Ulferts of how
comfortable the team felt playing at
the Target Center.
Saturday, the Huskies came up
with a big 80~58 win. In the game,
first-year guard Tina Schreiner and·
Watkins both had 14 points with
sophomore Sarah Brand colTling off
the bench to score 10 points. Ulfcrts
said she is very happy with the
production that has came off the
bench for the Huskies in recent
games.
"Emily Anderson and Sarah
Brand had a good weekend series
off the bench," Ulferts said. "Brand
played very defensive and stayed
with the Winona players. Everyone
played well in the second game.

Schreiner said that there was a
difference between playing at the
Target Center and at Halenbeck
Hall, but the competition was about
the same.
"We didn't play as good at the
Target Center as we did at home,"
Schn;inersaid. "We didn't play a lot
of defense, but the difference in the
game was that we just kept going
after the ball."
Ulferts said the real challenge
for her team will come Tuesday,
when the Huskies play University
of Minnesota-Duluth.
"We'll find out how good our
team is on Tuesday against Duluth,
because they are one of the best
teams to come out of the National
Invitational Tournament," Ulferts
said.

Duke and - Green callsed bigger
headaches, combining for 46 of
MSU's 86 points.
"We didri't have good half-court
defense, which caused us some
problems," Schlagel said. "(MSU)
has an outstanding p!~•~;n ~~~;

l

took the game
over in the
second half."
Duke
finished . the
game with a
game high 26
points.
The

Huskies were

SEAN WHinOCK led by senior
scores 21 points center Jon

Hinzman and
senior guard Sean Whitlock, each
finished with 21 points.
Despite a season high 21 points
for Whitlock, Schlagel said the
Husky· perimeter .players continue
to struggle shooting th_c ball.
"They were struggling again
froin the perimeter," Schlagel said.
"Unfortunately for us, our best
shooter so far (freshman) Ned
Wrightson had the flu and played
only four minutes."
The struggle shooting the ball
early on is something Schlagel said
is a concern.
"You never know what is going
to happen, but you need to have
faith in the guys that they will get
better and better each time out," he
said.
The Huskies will try to break
their mini-skid with a Thursday
night game against Presentation
~ llege. Tip-0ff is slated for 7:30
p.m. at Halenbeck Hall .

Grapplers run into
tough competition
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

·Toe Husky men's wrestling
team competed in the 47th Annual
Northern Iowa Open
last
Saturday.
Seven SCSU players competed
in the tournament with junior Ryan
Marx leading the way for the
Huskies with an overall placing of
fifth.
SCSU Head Coach Steve Grimit
said his players had a very good
weekend, especially, because of the
limited number of people who are
allowed in the tournament.
''The big stOry for · us last
weekend was that we are-going to
bring first-year player Darren
Dummer out of red-shirting,
because of his good perfonnance,"
Grimit said. "He wrestled his first

match of the year last week and he
came out of the tournament with a
4-2 record."
Some of tpe teams and players
that are involved in the tournament
are Michigan, Nebraska, Northern
Iowa, Iowa and Minnesota.
"Ryan
Marx
was
very
impressive, having a record of 4-2,
and finishing fifth. He wrestled to
his capability," Grimit said. "He
came up With a pin in a big match
he faced in the first five minutes. He
lost to a tough University of
Northern Iowa player."
Grimit thinks his wrestlers
employed the strategies he had
wanted them to the previous
weekend.

Go ro TOURNEY, PAGE 13 •
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no fluke

It's

Once again, the University of.Minnesota
Golden Gopher hockey team is in ·a dogfight for last place.
Wrule it seems different lb look' at the
Western Collegiate HOCkey Assocaition
standings and not see the Gophers in the top
three or four spolS in the WCHA this time of
year, not too many people in this area are
pouting. In fact, all you hear
lately is excuses-for the
TALKJN'THE
once almighty Gopher
TALK
hockey program.
The biggest excuse you
hear is the loss of
underclassmen Mike
Crowley and Erik
Rasmussen to the National
Hockey League.
__.,.,
Well, newsflash Gopher
- fans, the Husky hockey
team lost two

underclassmen named Matt
BY ROB
Cullen and Mark Parrish to
the NHL as well and we are llPLANrE
not complaining.
Next excuse, the Gophers lost NHL hopeful
Ben Clymer to a season-ending injury. Well, the
Huskies already have lost players such as Jason
Stewart. Andy Vicari, Matt Bailey and Brian
Gaffaney to injuries forcing them to miss
multiple games • we are not complaining.
The single excuse the Gophers have is a

Huskies in first ·

Leitza, has proven so far to be the best goaltender in
the WCHA.
'
mixture of poor coaching and players not
working hard enough.
.
Heading into the season, SCSU Head Coach
Craig Dahl ~ew he didn't ha\.re the talented
players such as Cullen and Parrish, so he
CTeated an atmosphere Where you either work
· hard, or you sit on the bench.
.
· Evidence of this coaching tactic crune in a
grune·earlier this season when the Huskies
hosted Mankato State University at the National
Hockey Center.
After a slow start and a poor outing the
previous night, Dahl benched two of hiS top
guns this season, Matt Noga and Mike
Rucinski, and si~ then, the two have
res~ilded and are runong ~ team leaders in
sconng.
Heading into the season, the names
Rucinski, Noga, Stewart and Mike Maristuep
were hardly mentioned in the same breath when
it fame to scoring as with the U qf M's Casey
Hankinson, Dave Spehar, Reggie Be!'g and
Ryan Kraft. But, midway through the season,

those srune Huskies have outscored those same
Gophers on the scoresheet.
An area the Huskies seemed to have an
advantage over most teams in the wrHA this
season is goaltending. So far, Husky goaltender
Brian Leitza has lived up to those expectations,
posting a 9-1 •2 record and a 2.30 goals against
average.
Leitµ has proven so far to be the best
giµltender in the WCHA so far. While SOme
goaltenders may have better numbers than
Leitza. no goaltender has been the workhorse
that Leitza has been so far and produced like he
has.
Ft['St terun WCHA goaltender Steve DeBus
has been the biggest disappointment thus far for
the Gophers.
•
Even though the University of North Dakota
has two solid goaltenders, coach Dean Blais has
been platooning his netminders this season.
With all of these things going right for
SCSU, it's no wonder the Gophers and the i;est
of the WCHA are stining up in the standings.

Read, reuse, recycle

Club Germain Fitness

Holiday Special

t),$49,95 ~.
3 Month Membership

•Quiet, Convenient locations

· . ~KY
HOC}S:EY

Fall Rates: $189 to $210

Gophers vs. Huskies .

Available lmmedlatel31
4 BDRM APTS

Universit» Square ti
✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry

✓ Controlled Access

✓ Air Conditioning

✓ Dishwasher

✓ Mini Blinds

✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretake

41~t·J~jD> TodHl

Call

253-1100

· • Racquetball • Lifecycles
• Nautilus

• Stairclimbers

• Aerobics

• Free Weights

• Treadmills

.• Marcy Gym

• Sl?a

• Personal Trainer

* No Contract
* No Initial Fee
* Students Only
Offer Expires Dec. 31, 1997

919 St. G·e rmain Street, St. Cloud • 255-1171

:05 p.m. Dec. 20 a
he National Hocke

tudent tickets ar
vailable at 2:00 p.m.
ODAY at the Nationa
Hocl,cey
· Center.
ickets are FREE.

HAVE you THOUGHT AbouT WHERE you will be liviNq
\

NEXT yt:AR?

Il:E Q,ASSIC BROGEVEW SCJ\illj.
PARK SCJ\illj. RIVER RDGE AW BRDGEVEW WEST:
We have

.Ou- buidngs have all of the amenities that you
would expect n 1'1 class accorrmodations. Plus
some have extras Ike rl-house corrputer-s free for
student use and tuckunder parkhg.
We have two and ·fou- bedroom apartments aU

within . walkflg cf/Stance t9 campus.
OEa< Us 0;r Yoo WalT BE Wwotmn.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

.

259-4259

.. --

-

omeone
you
must bring thei
lidated i.d: also~ .,
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCCFOOTULL
1997B,udNCC5fandings
Team

NCC
Nonhem Colorado ....8-1.

Overall
10-2

North Dakota State .........7-2 ............ 9-3
North DakOla ............7-2 ............: 8-2
8-3
SLCJoudStatc ...............5-4....
..6-5
SouthDakota ............ H....
... 5-6
Augustana....
...•..... 3-6....
... 5-6
South Dakota State .........3-6 .............. .5-6
MankatoSiate...
3-6... ......... 4-6
Morningside ...................0-9...
0-11
Nebraska-Omaha ...... . 6-3

FW# W«k's Bew1ts- Noo 15
St. Cloud St. 46, Nebraska-Omaha 7
Nooh Dakota St. 24, South Dakota 21
Nonhem Colorado 34, North [}JkOU. 7
SouthDakotaSt.35, Morning.sick20
Augustana43, Mankato St. JO
NCAA DMsinn-P Playoff;<i

Nov 1Z Results Cfinl 89Yndl
New Haven 47. Glenville St. 7
Slippery Rock 30, Ashland 20
CalIDr!-Newman 21, Noi1h Alabama 7
Albany St 10,SouthernArkm.•,as0

UC Davis 37, TexasA&M-Kingsville 33

Angelo St 46, Western St 12
NofthernC.Olorado24, Pitt5burghSt.17
Northwesi M~ri St. 39, North Dakota
S.28

.- .6-1 2 .. ...... 12-15
Nort)l Dakoca ..............,5-13....
..11-16
NonhernColorado .....6-12
. Jl-1 6

Augustana....

Nov 29 Resu# {Quarterfinals)
Northern Colorndo 35, Northwest
M~riStl9
New Haven 49, Slippery Rock 21
Carson-Newman 23, Albany SI. 22
UC Davis SO, Angelo St 33

Games $aturdar (Senn'.tina4J
UC Davis at New Haven, Noon
Noohem Colorado at Carson Newman.
3p.m.

GamePeG II/CbamPl9nshinl

Iowa ~sleyan at Morningside
South DakOlaatDniry
North Dakota at Cal.Davis Tournament
~
Moorhead St 84, St. Cloud St. 82

NCC WOIIEN'I BAIKETBAU.
1996-97 fbud siand·nes
Ovel"a.ll
NortliDakocaState ......... 18--0 .............. 28--1
NorthDak01a...
. .... 14-4 .......... 28-4
Augustina....
.............. 14-4 .............. 23-5
Northern Colorado .... .12-6.......... 19-8
·.SOUthDakocaSUte ......... 11-7 .............. 19-8
Nebraska-Omaha ....... 9-9.
16-10
Morningside
4-14 ........... 10-17
Mankato Stace ............ 3-15....
7-20
St.CloudState.
. .. 3-15....... 8-19
South Dakola .................. 2-16....
.6-21
Team

NCC Ma's 11.uunw.a.
l996-97Mrn's Refndinn
Over.ill
South DakOlaState'. ....... 14-4....
25-5
Nooh
State.... ...12-6...
. 22-6
South Dakota ................. 12-6 ............ 18-11
St.OoudState.
..... 11-7....
19-8
Morningside.......
lo-8 ............. 19-8
Mankato Stale ........... lo-8 ........... 17-10
Nebraska-Omaha...
.6-12 ......... 13-14
NCC

Dakota

0Jorad6Collegeat Denver, late•

WCHA Hacyy

t..rw:m

NCC

IO'EWCHA.ftandhtg!
Team
WCHA (Ovcr.ill}-Pls
St.OoudState .............. 8-H (9-3-2} .... 17
North Dakota .............. 7-2-1 (7-2-1) .1 5
W"isoonsin ...
. .... 7-3--0(7-5--0)..... 14
Colorado College....
..6-3-1 (7-3-2)..... 13
Minnesota-Duluth ...... A-6-0(6-9-0) .....8
Alaska Anchorage ......}-7-1 (3-10-2) ..7
Minne:saa ........................3-7--0(4· 10-0). 6
Denver..
..3-8--0 (5-8-l) ....6
Michigan Tech ................. 2-6-0 (3-9-0) .. 4

--

WCHA Smdns ltadec:s
.GA

In

7 13

20

I. Andre Sa11.1ge (MIU)
2. Bret Meyer.; (MTU)

9

7

3. BrianSwanson(CC)

5

3. Craig Anderson (UW)

-4

9
6

3. Wyan Smith (UM)

16
1-4

13

5

13
12
12
12

5

7

i2

2

10

6. Marc Rymit (ouf
7.DaITCnClark(CQ
7. Brad Mueller (MTU)

7
8

7.RileyNelson(MIU)
7. Ry;w Kraft (UM)

WCHA f.nalJmdiop lta<kts
t..fJ..mB
I. Mike ½lley (UW)

W:.L:I.GM~
5-3--0 1.88 937

North Dakota 6, WL,;consin 5
UM-Duluch 4, Neb,a.ska-Omaha 2
Michiga nTech3,AlaskaAnchorage 2

3. Colin Zulianello (CC)S--0-1
4. Brianl.eitza(SCSU)?-1-2

Besutu fatuaJer

5. Doug Teskey (UM) 3-6-2

2. Karl Goehring (ND) 3-1-1

1.91 945
1.96 923
2.34 .918
2.87 .895

Nonh Dakola 3, WISCOflSin 0
Um-Duluth -4, Nebraska-Omaha 3
Michigan Tech at Alaska Anc~, lace
~

LOOK FOR THE BARRELS.
SCSU Toy Drive 1997

Toys for Tots
Toys are donated to the Marine
Corps reseNe Toys for Tots
.
program for needy children.
Please make a difference and help
everyone have a·happy holiday.

December 1st through December 19th.
b y_ A D F E D a _n d

Tourney
PAGE

11

"We were too reactionary at
NDSU, so we had to use more
defense than offense." Grimit said.
"Last weekend, we were able to use
more offensive and aggressive style
techniques. We stayed ne"utral on
our feet."
Senior Jeff Schroeder, who
wrestled in the 177 pound class last
weekend instead of 167, was 2-1 in
the tournament. Sophomore Chad
Imker, who wrestled in the heavy
weight class, was 2-2. Juniors Wade
Chapman (0-2) and Jesse Nelson
(1-2), and freshman Jeremy Reiter
went 0-2 in the tough open meet-.
"Nelson was impressive down
the road, wrestling the Division I
chamJ)," Grimit said. "He lost a real
close match to two Big Ten
players."

St. Cloud State University

Spo nsored

Denvera1ColoradoCollege, l:ue
~

~
St. Ooud St. 90, Bemidji St. 58

Resu# \f'e4aes4er
St. Cloud St. ?, Northern Sc. ?
~

Semifinal winners, T8A

Team

~
St. Cloud St. 94, Winona State 92

PRSSA

Page 14.
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Winter Heats Up at·C~mpUS Rec~
AS we begin a ileW winter
quarter here at Campus _Recreation
we are preparing for . the - busy

Preseason~Boot Hocke}'

Last years champs 'Dawgs' will
be back lo defend their title on

schedule we have ahead. Forthose ~~::a{v=~:11~};:~es-are ·
::::,w:;::rhitta7a:,~n: packed with events for the winter,
~

we're sure we have something

that is right for you.

Tt,ree Point Shoot-Out

~~~r ~~~~ at
Campus Recreation, the league
provides divisions of play for men,
women, and co-rec. Entries are due
Wednesday, December 17 by 5 p.m.
The games will be played according
to FlFA rules, with a few Intramural
exceptions. Games will start on
Monday, January. 5..

Compare your 3-point shQoting
skills to NBA all-stars as this
contest is run the same way the big
guys do it The contest starts
League Basketball
Tuesday, December 9.
l'he
With the ~ n Basketball
Prelimiruqy rounds will ·be held iiT . tourney in full swing, the
first two days of the contest, and atmosphere at the fieldhouse has
those that make it to the finals will been nothing but hoops. For those
have the opportunity to compete for of you who inissed out, league
the coveted intermural champions t- basketball will start on January 5,
shirt.
There is no need for however, entries will be due on
preregistration, so show up at the 'December 17 at-5 p.m. All captains
fieldhouse by 6:30 p.m. and be will receive a free [)Jscover T-S~
ready to shoot. An Intramural at the mandatory captains' meeting
Champion t-shirt will will be on Thursday, December 18, at 5
awarded to the person with llie p.m.
·
,..
hi est total.

. WHAT'S
. ~ G.

Time
7-7:50a.m. .

5'10" Basketball
This 1eaglle was designed to

=~y

~~:~ ~,J:!~ed0:

only play on one.Y JO" team, and
one league team.
·

Boot Hockey League
This league will start after

winter break on Janu"ary 12. The
pre-season tourney is great 'way to
to prepare for the season. 1be
games will be played at the
National Hockey Center with two
games tal<lng place on one Qnk with
a divider in the middle. .This is a
very popular eVent among students,
for all you need is your
boots(shoes), a stick, and a helmet
which can be checked out at the the
rink with a student ID. Entries for
the -league are due on Wednesday,
January 7 at 5:00 pm. However, we
strongly encourage · you to tum
them in before break so you do not
have to wony about it when you
com"e back from break. Any
questioM regarding these activities
cao be answeitd by calling the
Campus Rec. office.

·Preseason Boot Hockey
Entries.Due: Wednesday, Dec. 10
Play Begins: Saturday, Dec. 13

In~oor Soccer League
Entries Due: Wednesday,J)ec. 17
Play Begin~: Monday, Jan. 5

League Basketball.
Entries Due: Wednesday, Dec. 17
Play Begins: Mondayl. Jan, 5

5'10'' Basketball
. Entries Due: Wednesday, Dec. 17
Play Begins: Sunday; Jan. 4

Boot Hockey League
Entries Due: Wednesday, Jan. 7
Play Begins: Monday, Jan. 12

Cartoon-A-Thon
Incentive Program
Begins: Monday, Jan. 5
Ends: Monday, Feb. 5

Winter Aerobics
Register: HaH-S-120
Cost: Srudenls SJ0.00
Faculty/Slaff $35.00
• Passes sold for Quarter

Questions?
Phone: 255-3325

Visit us at the
Campus Rec.
Web Site

' 4-5:30p.m.

5-6 p.m.
(Dance Studio)

~-

5-6 p.m.

CilrtoonA~Thon
Incentive
Program

ec. W:antsDll
You For
'he Winter

<=

~::>

-Fun!

- Free!
- Easy!
: Prizes'
Grand Prize
r,

,;

-

~

(1)

" Mountain Bike &
Weekly_Prizes

Cardio"X"
Sherburne Hall

Three Point Shootout
4-5 p.11).

·

Winter Aerobics Schedule '97-'98

Ml!!!!!!!!
Cardio·"-X,-"

Sherburne Hall
F.ntries Due: Time of Event
Play Begins: Tuesday, Dec. 9

Campus

offer aleagueforplayers5'IO"and

Canlio "X" &TNT
Dance Studio
Cardio"X"&TNT
Mitchell Hall

Steppin' Power
Dance Studio
- Cardio "X•
Mitchell Hall

~H_aH_POO
_ _L_ - ' -·- A
~q'-ua_A_c_tio_n_

l~oves.<r>

Cardio"X"
Mitchell HaU

Dance Studio
Canlio "X" & TNT
Mitchell Hall

Dance Studio
Aerobox

Slllllio Jam
(instructors choice)

Cardio "X" & 1NI'
Dance Studio

Basic Moves (step)

&TNT
Dance Studio
Slide Combo
Holes Hall

~;!J;studio

Cardio "X"
Holes Hall
__._ _
Aq.,_u_a_Ac_ti_on_

Slide Combo
Holes Hall
_ -'-_A_,,quaAction

Cardio "X"
Holes Hall

~
Aqua Action

'97 Intramural Champions
Event:

Team

Leai:ue

Volleyball
Volleyball
Volley~aJJ
VolleybaJl
Co-Rec Softball
Aag FoolbalJ
AagFoolball
AagFoo<1']1
Flag Football
Broomball
Broo")ball

Top Spin
Hot Shots
HilVCase
Sand Diggers
Peaches & Cream
Dawgs
Dawgs
Young Guns

Women's 'A'
Women's 'B'
Men's'A'
Men's'B'
Tournament
Tournament
Men's 'A' ·
Men's'B'
Women's
Men's

812

Gr'8k ,,~ns ·~ e ~n p-1J
...

'

0

by Tabitha Whlssemore

I Relations chairpei'son.
,
Sorority Delta Zeta has also been busy
STAFF.Wfl/TER
·
,t with volunteer wod:. During fall quarter, the
Willi Rush Week coming ~p and never- -~- 40 n'lembers logge.d in clooe t0400 volunteer
ending philanthropy work, the SCS{! Greek hours. They are trying to beat last year's total.
organizations are keeping busy while trying of l,OCIO hours and trying to set a positive
,.

-~

to change the stereotypical image of

fraternities and sororities.
AfterJAst)'Ws pan,yby,5la1theThetaChi
house. many have been leery of the Greek
organizations on campus. Phi Kappa Tau
Marc Doherty, freshman, said he wants the
students and faculty to know there is another
side or the organizations, though..
"A lot of people lhink. that if one

fraternity is like that, we all are,"
D9herty •Said.
The main focus of Phi Kappa Tau is
not drinking, but creating an
environment where member, can live
and learn. According to Doherty, it is a
~':n~way from home for many new
"We really want to make people

~•t :;: :,h1e :::: ~;re;;~~:
0

possible." he said. .
While scholastics come first in the
·1y, members must also make
tilJlefor a lot 9f volunteer work.
...,.___'Ihis-,yeac Pbi Kappa T,u.,.ji
- ·- a St. Cloud fmniljl Iii
winter, serving the homeless in- the
Twin Cities, and helping wid! local
food drives. They are abo participating
in the Adop<-a-Bloct Program and
helping with the Salvation Army bell-ringing.
One of the fraternities biggest
philanthropy projects was actually 5lar1ed by
actor and fonner Phi_Kappa Tau member Paul
Newman. Each year the group raises funds
for the Hole-in•the-Wall Gang Camp, a
SUmmer camp for tenninaJJy.iJI children.
"The Greek organizations really let
students get a lot more involved with
philanthropies than they could on their own,"
said Jeff Anderson, Phj Kappa
Public

Ta"''

..

from
dessert
nights
to
billiards. ·

-

;o
""'

example for everyone on campus.
"We want to show that we are strong,
intelligent.
le WOOlel!, ~. said resident

0

.

to decide if they like us and what we have.to
offer," commented Hagel.
Anderson agreed.
"It's not about us choosing them." he said
"It's them choosing us."
Doherty said he believes the success
of Rush Week and of the future of the
-fraternities and sororities depends

ration of all ~

Heidi Hagel, junior.

Greek organizations: ·

One way they have succeeded is
through achieving a consistently high
overall GPA.
"It's not hard when you have

"If

A fot orpet!JJle
':J .
think that if
·one fraternity
is like that, '
we all

the

Greeks

;:::::::)

~ "
stick together,"
hesaid
· Even after last
year's n- €hi
incident.
whiCh

-

all:iDf~ Ibo "/ulimal

House" image of the o..ets,
Hagel stands finn on her belief
daal joining one of the organizations
can be a very positive experieoce. ·
"Lui year's incident was unfortunate,
but that's not what we're all about," Hagel
said
~
I
She and the members of the other campus
Greek organizations invite ., aJI
. students to
check them out during Rush Week.
Activities will begin tonimorrow and 1
carry on through the week.
.

FAEpeople watching over you to
make sure you succeed in college,"
Hagel said.
A ~itive image will be an asset to
many of the fraternities and sororities this
week, as Rush Weck begins.
All the Gree'k: Organizations have several
activities planned to entice students into
joining.
It is all about getting polentiaJ members
comfortable with Greek life - with activities

For ~ll! information call 253-1823, or
call any of the individual fraternities or
sororities.

0

t

_,

~

K.iehle is haven for artists, desigiiers
their versatility in the KVAC
building.
"One of the strengths of the An
From painting and poaery lo department's faculty is that it can
graphic Jlesign, the student$ and cross boundaries from design to
faculty of SCSU's An Deparuneot studio art," Gorcica said.
are proving they have a lot to
""He also stressed the importance
offer.
of realizing ~ ~ more,than just
With new _ directions and print media today - there is• also
focuses, the art major is becoming elecfronic media.
increasingly SOUght out, while its ~
"In the graphic design classes
most unknown source is its we focus on. the whole range of
homebase, the Kieltle Visual Ai:ts graphic design
from
the
Center.
introductory material t9 multi•
"It is becoming a really exciting media mcer.:tive design (making
time for Kiehle Visual Arts Center,'' movies, working oo the internet),''
said Joni Morgan. junior. "and even Gon:icasaid.
more specifically the Graphic
He ~plained the movement of
Design major."
the deportment with technology by
According to Bill · Gorcica. a students creating websites and
graphic design and studio art faalhy having webpages.
professor in Kiehle, the art
Through the websites, students
department faculty and its studcn~ have been linked with more than 60
- bave. been worting with new other SlUdents II this time, and the
t«hnology and ideas .. well ... is COIISlantly growing.
other aspects of the llt major.
The wcbpoges are .very popular
On a daily basi~ faculty show among staff, with nine out of 12

by Afurish MIU"°
STAFF WRITER

faculty members having a webpage,
Gorcica also stated that many
changes are in the works at the

Most art students agree that
KVAC is not receiving the
recognition it deserves for the
KVAC
exhibits and students it contains,
At this time, they are searching Others express the way it could
for
a · new
be-most utilized
graphic designer
by this campus'
and also a better
students and
worlc
also the general
environment
public.
!
"We're
"I
really
'The arts are
working in a
enjoy
the
fairi)' tight spoce
Kiehle· Visual
t.o
lab for graphic
Arts Center,"
design," said enjoy-not just art said
junior
Gorcica, "We
Shayam
are planning to
Hoffer,
art
move into a
major. "I think
Shayam 'Hoffer
larger and more 1
the students
JUNIOR
that
aren't
open spoce area
for a better wort.
involved in the
environment"
arts or don't
With the vast opportunities of know ~what goes on at Kiehle.
the llt major, have the should come down and check it
chance IO experiment wilh many out"
Hoffer explained KVAC has
mediums and classes from pottery
to printmaking.
two large gaUeries, one inside the

for everyone
students.

door and a st~ijlent gallery
downstairs ·displaying varjous
works of art.
She also talked about the set•up
of the building which almost
creates a continuous gallery, with
art on the walls and sculptures set
up.
In addition, the hallways are
lined with display c~ showing
paintings, weavings, sculptures,
woric., of graphic design, etc.
By the words and enthuswm of
students ahd faculty of SCSU's art
Depanment, it is ·- ' that the
art major and the Kiehle Arts
Center are moving in new a:nd
innovative directions. ~
lnside the doors of Kiehle
is virtually a free art museum
where things like 'compiling
an interactive compact disc or
painting a self-portrait could be
happening.
"The arts are for everyone to
-enjoy - not just art students,"Hoffer
said

_
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The Jayhawks make a strong comeback
A year-and-a-half after breaking up, the Minnesotan band releases a new album

.

.

Jay hawks would never be the same use of distortion on the electric
"Big Star" sounds more like the
Cave is, of course, the king of
guitars is quite a bit different from
band~ old style - focusing on
depression and songs about loss
again.
.
·
On April 22 of this year, out of
the usual clean, acoustic sound that acoustic guitars and their classic
and ho~l~sness, apparently some
Do you remember what you
nbwhere, The Jayhawks released
is so typical of the band.
sort of role model for Louris. The
harmonies.
were doing when The Jayhawks
their new album, "Sound of Lies,"
A song about suicide, "Think
"Sound of Lies" is full of
song uses electric guitars and
first announced their breakup?
on American Recordings. This
About It" takes a look at the
depressing self-realization. It is
washy effects creating a dreamy
I was· completely shocked. No
time they were without Olson, who aftennath of such a tragedy. The
complete with stories of suicide,
electronic sound.
.
longer could had done the majority of their song Jayhawks have
hopelessness,
The LP includes a few cameo
we hear
writing on previous releases.
written songs
bum-out and
appearances by, some other
Marc
Louris stepped up and took
about suicide
drowning all
musicians. Pop music master,
Olson's
over the lead vocals and wrote
before, but never
sung by a man
Matthew Sweet helps out on back
nasal, yet
most of the new songs. Pianist
has any other
who, on the
up vocals Qn the song "Sixteen
aesthetic
Karen Grotberg maintains the
been so utterly
sutface, sings
Down." Kraig Johnson, of local
melodies
harmonies, establishing a new
depressing.
with a sunny
music icons Run Westy Run,
backed by
tWist on the old vocal style.
Gary Louris
disposition.
contributed his gurtar ex:pertise on
Gary Louris'
The Jayhawks have·made major must be going
."Poor Little many of the tracks.
.energetic
The
changes in their music. •
through some
Fish" is
The Jayhawks are back. They
harmoniesNo longer a petfect balance
sort of
aren't the same, but a little change
another track
a captivating between country and pop, the band philosophical
never hurt anyone. I wouldn't
that
combination that was the basis of
necessarilv classify them 35
has .streni!thellCQ the !)OD side of...., - crisis._
ex:emplifies
anTIQunced
The Jayhawks'-sound~- - - Jayiiawks
their sou~d. Catchier 'nffs, bold
An .example
better or ;orse, ~t si~Ply
They had a style that
effects and a stronger lead vocaJ
to back my
new sound.
different.
homogeneously merged country
catapult The Jayhawks into a pop
reasoning lies in
Louris
"Sound of Lies" is an
and pop music. Such a mixture
rock category. While the country
the song "Big
desCribes
impressive aJbum and I anticipate
allowed for the excitement of pop
twang isn't as strong, they manage
Star," the album's first single.
himself as "Alone so long I
it is only the beginni'ng of a new
rock to be slightly subdued by the
to still incol'JX}rate aspects of
Louris sings of his revelation, "I'm
thought I'd never last/ Stuck up on era for The Jayhawks.
laid ~ack attitude of country
country with strong use of the
flat busted / Wild-eyed and free/ I
a shelf like an old dusty hat." A
Be sure to check out The
music.
Jayhawks, playing with The
violin.
couldn't get arrested if I tried/ A
small fish in a big pond, he feels
Everything seemed to be going
The seconcJ.track, "Think About has-been at a mere 35." Yet, he
Wallflowers and Maypole, on
helpless and aJone. So depressed
great until that gloomy day in
It," is like no other song The
continues to maintain hope - "But he "thought he saw Nick Cave
December 18th in HaJenbeck
November,- I995. Minnesota's
Jayhawks have written. The heavy
I'm gonna be a big star someday."
down at the laundromat." Nick
- Hall.

by Betsy Cahill
Mus1cCRmc

iJo you remember
where you were
when
Jayhawks first
th&
break-up?

17 Shopping Days until ~hristl!las,

olunteer
Notetakers

Cet

are needed immediately!

v1111r

ad 111 th e t hro1110/e

C al/ ' 1 255 - 3943

for

m o re

inf o rmation

University Village Townhomes
Call Student Disability Services at ZSS-408"0 or
co~ to AMC B-111 for more information

Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
· groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wi"lh three trips per hour to SCSU

f~ I. C1011d Tcdini<':11 Cn\li,:gl' is .{·~·khr:11 ing ",d \~·ar. .

;:u:::: ~:I~-~-~'.: ~\l.f:'.i,11~\: :~::;: : : ~1!1: 1~::;.':~~]:~I :\ ~i'.~li;~'i\ \:~l'S
gL"I j,)h-..r· Our L11·ull~· li:ll"c \\()rl~ l'X]ltTil'ntV in 1hc
:IGltk-n1ic :nl':1s in \\ Iii, h tlwy 1t·,1d1 and :1w 1, 11 :,H•
l"OllHHillnl In l'\!Ucttin;.: !!Ur ...111tkn1 ... n~i11µ the l.t~t."•l
!(,:d11H1h1gy.
Bdow ;ll"L' tll L' Cll"l'l'J" dvp:1111lll'llb :ti

SC1C . 1r you "d

like m<ifL' ini"1)n11;1lhlt1 1,r 11) t·nnill. (·:11! <Hlf .\d11fr,-..i!J11.S
OIYin .· at 65,i-5089 or.l-8U0-l22-I009.
• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Tc -; hnology
• Health and Human Service
• Information Technology
• Manufacturing Tecl_
m ology
· • TransportaliOn TechnoloHY

Features Include:
e Heated Swimming Pool
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable .in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities ·
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

51'. CUJUl>TEC:IINICAL

COLLEGE
l ':i- 10 N<,1tliw:t\ t)rin_
•
:,:.1 . Clt1ud, 1\l :'i .'i(,.")!>:\- 121t1

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633
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Boston Market: _R easonable prices, like home
by Carlene Dean
FOOD CRITIC

Although not a new restaurant in town,
the Boston Market certainly is a: new
concept in dining establishments, at least

B

:~Jti!::ing'
::f4~~~~;
on

the East Coast, Boston
Market runs ads
emphasiring their
down-home dinners.
The dishes served are
similar to what might be served at a typical
Minnesota fami ly potluc_k get-together.
1be restaurant is on Second Street South,
just east of 33rd Avenue South, near Cub
Foods and Wal-Mart.
I was intrigued by the tempting ads and I
had to try Boston Market at least once. The
SUflday paper frequently contains coup:,ns
offering a full meal for $4 or some such, a
further enticement for a cash-strapped
college student/customer, such as myself.

Food

(spiral pasta with real cheese sauce), a
yegetable medley and spinach with cheese .
sauce.
There's an apple ''brown betty"-like . '
dessert, one might choose, as well as
cookies. Also on the menu are·~their Carver
sandwiches, containing main-course meats,
one of them the popular "club" sandwich.
The sandwiches come alone or in combos.
Finally, there are (Xlt pies, a couple different
types of salads and a "side sampler" on the
menu as well.
We each had to try the roast chicken
single meal, to see if it lived up to the ads'
claims of being flavotful and succulent. It
did.
The mashed (Xltatoes and gravy were
nicely se'asoned, some of the best we've ever
had at a restaurant.
My little boy approved of his mac and
cheese with green bean casserole dinner, as
evidenced by how quickly he cleaned off his
plate. To the great surprise of us all, we
loved the spinach with cheese sauce.
I thought the food Was all quite good and
in sufficient quantity. My companion·said
the portions could have been larger; no
doubt he was wishing it were a buffet meal,
such as at KFC. I thought of this fare as socalled "comfort food," likely to rem.ind one
of Sundays at grandma's house. The only
thing missing was a bunch of relatives.

Atmosphere
Boston Market offers single meals and
family-sized "feasts" featuring either carved
turkey or ham, roasted chicken or "doublespaced" meatloaf.
Included with each meal is a choice or
two side items and a tiny loaf of cornbread.
Pop, iced tea, coffee and lemonade are
availabJ{Z...at rur.Rlditioi'fal_~st__The side
~ items included-such homey favorites as
green bean casserole, macaroni and cheese

There are tables and booths at which to sit.
These ~ wooden and unpadded.
This lends to the feel of fast food
ambiance. I've never been at a McDonald's
with comfortable seating, either. The whole
idea of the burger fast food jo.ints, obviously,
is to seat you for a short time only. Get in,
get out·- quick.
Could this be the philosophy at Boston
Market as well?
There are, however, two good things that
can be said. The bathrooms were nice and
clean and it is a non-smoking establishment.
So, it wasn't all bad.
'

Price

The single-portion meals, with one meat
and two side items, were quite affordable.
These ranged from $3.9919 $5.99. The two
choices for children were the mac and
cheese dinner (with one side and cornbread)
for $1.99 and one with meat and a side for
$2.49.
Still, this was not bad, compared with
children's meals at some other places. The
six: family-sized meals, or "feasts," may be
ordered for take out. They range in price
from $13.99 to $25.49.
I felt the meals were reasonably priced,
but my companion deemed it "spendy" for
the "little bit you get."

Service
Though the food was quite pleasing, the
decor was not from our aesthetic
perspective.
The walls are painted in a design
reminiscent o - what else - a farmer's
market. The colors are drab, not even as
pleasant to the eye as this market usually is.

Another good thing about the Boston
Market, in_our experience, was the
employees.
. •
Everyone was quite personable and eager
to serve: They were expedient in cleaning up
the tables and while doing so, would chat
with customers, which I thotight was
nice.
.
On the downside, however, the kids' meal
was supposed to inclfide (according to the
recent print ad) a drink, a Jell-0 Jiggler and
a toy.
After we sat down, we discovered he had
received none of these and had to ask for
them.
We got the drink and the toy, but we
were told the jigglers were no longer
available.
Another disap(Xlintment, albeit a minor
one, was not getting the really cool toy
that was displayed on a board near the
entrance.
But, the little guy was pleased with what
he got.

Overall

l recommend the homey cuisine
of Boston Market, particularly to
people who are culinarily-challenged and
Can't cook like their elder relatives
(mom, grandma, etc.), or to those who don' t
have the time or the inclination to whip
up a big, "family" dinner.
This restaurant is perfect for those
who may desire a home-cooked meal
without having to cook it, or cle3.n up
afterward.
I would go there again, though any future
patronage would no doubt entail ordering
one of the family "feasts" and taking it
home.

VO\!f
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SCSU students spend ~

a~~li~~me?

to golf. Maybe you
haveanilchtotravel.
Or may be what you
have is a rash.

When she runs her
fingers through
yoor hair. does it
only take
.005 seconds?

,L,..,..J.,i..,;.., .• w_.._ ,,,11,.JI

,..

STUDENTS SAVE

~

EVERY WEDNESDAY
ON All SERVICES.

llffln~

STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED

St.Cload

. Beauty

Acad!l!II

20%

(All services performed by
supervised students).

912 W. St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500
Open Mon.-Sat.

HAIR CUT

$ 2 .5 0
EVERYVAY
With Student 1.0.
No Double Discounts.

L-----========-l
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrr.n: eff. apls. Calf 259-4841 ..
Plug-in5$20/garages, $35. ,,
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in q. house.
laundry, no pets. 253-5340_.
1 BDRM, EFflC!ENC'(APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdrm. house across froro.campus'.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255-

9585.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single room in large 4-bdrm. apt
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, DW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.

Summer/fall. Call 251-R.CJ41.

Classifieds

RAMBLER DUPLEX
3-bdim: apt., $225/a mi., S.E. side
campus bus line', qu[eVprcifeSSional
reSidential area. Private entry, ·LN,
DNJ, •non-smoker, -no pets. Avail.
12/1. Virginia, 259-4540 (Dr, 2550479 (E);
4-BDRM. APT. $295/Mci.
June,, July and ·Aug. Ba$iC cable
included, micfo., OW, NC,~ miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.
FEMALE SUB-LEASER NEEDED
, ,A.S.A.P.
., .
4-bclrm. spacious apt. 1 block from
campus. Dec. RENT PAID! Call or
leave message, 202-1712.
SUBLETS AVAIL.
call today. All your housing needs,
251-1814.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
wtth classic design. New untt and
.common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirtpools, spa, OW, and micros.
Call 24Q-0234 to take a look.
DUPLEX
male $225 shared, professional
neighborhood near campus, bus
line, non-smoking, no pet, ,laundry,
OW, new appl. Avail. Virginia 2550479H. 259-4540W.

SINGLE ROOMS
$185/!Tlo., close to campus, ·offstreet parl<ing. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.

WYN DEMERE APTS.
2-bdrm. $270/mo. Clean, quiet
building w/ outdoor deck. Call Marc
at251-1249.

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-falt. Off-street
parl<ing, $15. Call 259-4841.

NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.

I\PT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.
$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
$200 deposi, low app. lee. Includes
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location
on bus line. On-site laundry. 6548300.
2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parl<ing/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$185/mo. heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdnn. 253-1154,
Seleci Prop.

PRIVATE ROOMS?
we have several vacancies for men
and women irl 4-bdrm. apts. and
house, OW, micro., close to SCSU,
EPM 251-6005.
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
in clean, quiet building. Utilities
inciuded. 259-9434.
MALE TO SHARE
3-bdrm. house with 2 others. 2599434.
MALE TO SHARE
4-bdrm. apt. Heat pd., private room,
near SCSU, OW, new carpet. 25161J05.
PRIVATE ROOM
for female in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd.,
OW, campus close, quiet and clean.
251-6005.
SUB-LEASER NEEDED
1 block from campus, $245/mo. 1
month's rent and security deposit
already pd. Call 251-4160; 2551274.
.

Policies:_
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition -and noon Fri~y fqr M<;m
, day's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two· lines: $2. ·
•Classifieds will not be accepted via-phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
'
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 ·stewan Hall. Forms are if'lside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
·For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, availab]e 'at 2553943 or 255-2164, during b~siness hours and ask for classifieds.
·
$100 OFF OF 1ST MONTH'S
RENT
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on bus line. $370$445/mo. Large rooms. Low
security deposits. Heat, water and
parking pd. ·Northern Mgmt. 6548300.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable.
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
1, 2 & 3-BDRM_ APTS.
avail. now and 1/1/98. Dan 2559163.
BENTONWOOD
2-bdrm. apts. S.E. St. Cloud, $400.
heat od. .:iv.:ill. 12/15, 1/1, and 2/1.
Dan 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD
1-bdrm. apt. Near Cobom's. Dan
255-9163.
--------SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
SGLS/DBLS in houses and apts.
255-9163.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT' 1,2,3 & 4 bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amentties. Choose your size and
st)1e. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
$370-$445/mo. Large rooms and
closets. Lots of windows with blinds.
Off-street parking wtth plug-ins. Heat
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

~:i1tt~uf~. ~i~~~~~·:i~~tiiio~g~i
240-6988,
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
FEMALE SINGLE ROOMS
$169 to $259. Furnished, laundry,
TV area, lg. rooms, flex. leases, heat
pd., util. fixed $11. Parl<ing, 8th and
9th Ave. 253-4222, Andy. Model
College of Hair Design.
SUB-LEASER WANTFO

apt. in house avail. 12/1 . 3 blks. from
campus $195/mo. Heat pd., private
entrance.
240-9706,
leave
message.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$215/mo., heat pd. Call 202-1211.
1-BDRM. SUB-LEASE
through May. $390/mo. avail. Jan.1.
Jan. rent pd. East side. Call 612425-6172.
MALE
avail. 12/1, $215/mo. heat pd. Call
202-1211.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
SINGLE ROOMS
avail. immediately. $179/mo. Heat
pd., 253-1154.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in house. Near campus. 251-2116.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.

OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

WINDSOR WEST
4 bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

STATEVIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
FREE RENT IN DEC.

SUB-LEASER WANTED
university townhouses. $235/mo.
Ask for Francy, 1-320-252-2633.

!ci. .

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes •room, large

AFFORDABLE
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on S.E. side.
$370-$445/mo. On bus line. Heat,
water, garbage & parking pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, , individual
leases, $200/$235/rno. each. Call
252-2633.

iit~o~ig~e~~a~~~~~u1g~
included. Call Jason at 251-6518.

l\:hmday, nccemhcr 8. l99 7

4 BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or eartiest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLET. SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.

For Sale
1988 PONTIAC SUNBIRD
4-dr. Runs great $1400. 255-3563,
leave message.
PC IBM 486
1/2 Gig. 16MB Ram. 24'cd rom.
14.4 modem. S.B/ ~deo carcl. CT.X
14~ monito,r Windows 95 installed.
654-8689, $795 b/o.
WEIGHT SET.
255 lbs. steel weights, 45 lbs. bar,
curl bar with curl attachment, leg
attachment, heavy duty bench incln.
and flat. Call 584-8092. ·

Notices
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
SU~PORT GROUP
held every Wed. from 11 a.m. to
noon in Stewart Hall, Rm. 103.:·We
welcome all new non-traditional
students.
PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
married and single parents
welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
S1ewart Hall 103 from 1 p.m. to 2
p.m. Call Counseling Center for
questions. 255-3171 '.
,

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PAET.END
Nazareth did not exist until the 4th
century when Emperor Constantine,
who made the Roman Universal
Church the state religion of Rome
(325 AD), became embarassed
about it and so renamed a town
Nazareth. Jesus of Nazareth is
100% myth. There is 'a sucker born
again every minute. Those who
threaten others wtih infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy).
Christianity is terroristic. Question
religion. Atheism is true. Our
calendar did not exist until only 412
years ago.
God loves the people of this
world so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who want to be with me shall have
eternal life and shall never die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

Attention
WILL DO TYPING
in my home. C_
all 320-240-1140.
Leave a message. Reasonable
r~tes. Ask for Marilyn.

Monday, December B, 1997
INNER PEACE BOOKS
a treasure hunt for gifts at INNER
PEACE BOOKS. Unique jewelry,
pewter sculptures; crystal wands,
tarot cards, gemstone candles,
crystals, stones, fascinating books
and

more.

6 blocks

W.

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. httpJlwww.mazexp.com

of

Crossroads Shopping Center in
white house just past Burger Time.
320-253-1817.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 ext. R0 3883 for
listings.
SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. For
more info: Call 1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1 )·
800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in · hotel, transfers, and
parties., For brochure, earnings
and/or FREE tnp.1-800-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)
PARKING AVAIL
1 block from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
SEIZED CARS
from $175: Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Coivettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
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WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.

NOW HIRING YOIJTH GUIDANCE
WORKERS!
attention Rec., Phy.-Ed., Elem. Ed.,
Psy., Soc. work, . Child & Fam.
stOOies majors: Plan and lead .a
variety of activities with elementary
children in aftersct.iool Boys & Girts
, Club KIDSTOP.program to develop
skils and gain excellent careerrelated experience to enhance
marketability. Afternoon hours (2 - 6
p.m.). Call The Boys & Gins Club of
Central MN: 252-7616 or stop in at
345 30th Ave. N, St. Cloud, MN.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, •walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on_
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
,

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR
CHRISTMAS BREAK?
Camp Friendship needs college
students to work Dec. 26 - 31 (5
p.m.). We work with adults & kids
with disabilities, providing winter
recreation such as snowmobiling &
ice flShing,,as well as assisting with
Employment
personal cares. Brief training
provided. Great experience for
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
everyone who likes to be with
POSmONS AVAILABLE
people! Roorr.' Board/ Salary. Don't
BlW or classroom, will train, very · sit at home, come share the
flexible hours. Call 255-9667.
experience! 1-800-450-8376. e-mail
friendl@spacestar.com
·
CASHIER
Friendship Venture EOE.
20hrs./wk. Must work well wth
children. Apply in person. Outer
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
Limits, Crossroads Shopping stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
Center.
plus bonuses. FIT. PIT. Make $800t
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
CUB FOODS EAST AND WEST
For details, send one stamp to: Nis currently hiring for the following 126, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
part-time positions: Cashiers - all 552, Los Angeles, CA 90025
hours. FF,!Jairy - 3 p.m. • 9 p.m.
Bakery - 2 p.m. • 10 p.m.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
Maintenance - 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. Deli - stuffing envelopes at home. Send
3 p.m. - 10 p.m.
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy., Suite 117, Dover, DE
19901.

ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
GYMNASTICS COACHES
WANTED
has a variety of part-time positions
that work·-well with your school must have positive attitude, ability to
schedule! For a great work work well with children, and
experience and more info., view our knowledge or wilHngness to learn
job posting in the Student the sport. Call Gymnast~Academy
Employment Off~e in the Admin. ·ot St Cloud, 251-4m.
Bldg #101 or call us at #255-5650 to
request an application.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
·Food Service Aide
$6.42'11r.
·Health Unrr Coord.
$6.18/hr. NY, PA, New England. Instructors
•Patient Care Extender I $8.18/hr. needed: Tennis, · roller-hockey, .
•Patient Care Assistant $7.19/hr. basketball, lifeg~ards, wsi, baseball,
·unil Support
$7.19/hr. gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene
•Housekeeping Assoc. $6.78/hr. Streisand, 1-800-443-6428; 516·
433-8033.
*We seek responsible individuals
who have worked in -culturally
SPRING BREAK '98
diverse environments.
free food and drinks! Cancun,
•EOE-Drug/A~ohc, Screen
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
*Smoke-free environment
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest ·
LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD
commissions & lowest prices! Call
MODELSl
Surf & Sun Tours to become afemale talent agent, owner/producer campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
with very exciting high-tech project
looking for models who wo.uld love to
$1,500 WEEKLY
show off! Must be 18 and open potential mailing our circulars. Free
minded lets _talk! Danielle, 202-4562. into. C~II 410-783-8275.
JOBS!
are you looking for a part-time job?
Apply yourself at Premiere BinQo
and gain valuable sales and
customer service experience. -We
can offer you: Flexible hours,
competitive wages, advancement,
fun atmosphere, variety of work.
App~today! 3123 Roosevelt Rd. St.
Cloud, 251-2500.

.$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218~9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
$1 ,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part-time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

TASP INTERNATIONAL IS
HIRING
motivated students for management
positions in their hometown next
summer. Average earnings between
$7,000 - $10,000. Training pro~ded.
For more info. call 1-800-543-3792.

•

(J

• Fried. cheese }Vonton • Sweet ijnd sonr-chjcken • Egg rolls • G~ne~I tso' ~hickep • Bon~less spare • Chicken skewer •
Pork mth garhc sauce • Beef mth broccoh • Lo mem • Pork fried rice • Owe chwken mth casnew nots • lVonton soup
• Chow mem • Hunan shrimp • Hixed vegetables • Curry chicken • Fried chicken wings • Steamed dumpling • Shrimp
toast • Egg drop soup • Hot anu sour sogp • Three kinds of fruit • Almond cookies • Salad •
BUFFE

R U NS

Take out all

Op,

ie1e1

aY

10:45

A.II ,

TO

3:30

P.ll

FeaturJJ»me-AA!I mANESE PLUM WI NE

IMPORTED JAPANESE BEERS
JAPANESE SAKE SWEET RICE WINE
CHfNESE BEER

iap a wed• Ill lfe1t St. Germ1i1 lacr,11 lram tie Jara J&i 1tl • ll!II HI-Iii!
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Swimming Pool, Whirlpool,
Treadmills, EFX Elipticlis,
S tairmas ters, Saunas, Personal
Trainers, Nautilus, Nordic Tracks,
Aerobics, Powercize,
Raquetball,
Basketball, Water Aerobics,
Weights, Ample Parking,
G:ompnt-eriz-eq !licyc-les,_a11d
Wallyball

N o Enrollment Fees!!
Close to Campus
Only 7 minutes away, Ample parking
Take Hwy 75 S, tum right on Kulm Drive
· (Directly behind Premiere Bingo)

